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Abstract: In this work, thin Ti nanocones are deposited on top of the arrays of ZnO 
nanopagodas, and the whole structure works as an efficient nanostructured metamaterial 
perfect absorber (MPA) without using lithography and dry etching. In this design, ~1µm long 
ZnO nanopagoda arrays are grown on a 100 nm ZnO buffer layer over the silicon/glass 
substrate by a treatment with an aqueous solution of L-ascorbic acid. Growth direction and 
the degree of lamination in the ZnO nanostructures can be easily controlled by adjusting the 
concentration of L-ascorbic acid. Afterward, these ZnO nanopagodas are coated with a 30nm 
thin top and a 500nm thick bottom layer of Ti to achieve the proposed nanocone resonant 
cavity structure with electromagnetic wave field penetration. The overall structure 
encapsulates three physical concepts, namely, field penetration, adiabatic coupling and cavity 
resonance, which contribute the broadband perfect absorption. The entire process is carried 
out at a low temperature (<90°). We believe the proposed tapered Ti nanocones MPA 
structure facilitates ultra-broadband perfect spectral absorption with promising nature of low-
cost, large-area, and lithography-free. 
© 2017 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

Metamaterial perfect absorbers (MPAs) are devices that are designed to absorb incident 
electromagnetic radiations efficiently. The nascent field of metamaterial perfect absorbers 
(MPAs) is studied comprehensively in recent years due to their numerous applications in 
diverse technological fields such as thermophotovoltaics [1], thin-film thermal emitters [2], 
sensors and detectors [3], antenna systems [4] and biomedical optics [5,6]. Significant 
advancements directed for broadband absorption MPAs has been achieved in the past [7–14]. 
In most of these works, implementation of metals as the absorbing materials has been a vital 
component due to their high extinction coefficients over a wide spectral regime. However, 
large refractive index dissimilarity between metal and the surroundings led to the coupling 
mismatch for the incoming electromagnetic radiations. Thus, there have been many attempts 
to eradicate this disparity, and this, in turn, leads to the originations of different schemes in 
order to enhance photon confinement and photon coupling at various metallic structures to 
achieve perfect broadband absorption. Various noted schemes in this regard include the 
condensed field intensity using localized surface plasmon polariton (SPP) by Atwater et al. 
[11], the adiabatically-coupled tapered hyperbolic metamaterial (HMM) ultra-broadband 
absorber by Fang et al. [15], simulation-based plasmonic Brewster metasurface metallic 
nanocones [7], photonics funneling effect [16,17], and an omnidirectional, polarization-
independent ultra-broadband MPA structure based on field penetration [14]. 

Although all of these schemes provided some advances in enhancing absorption over 
broad spectral regimes via coupling matching, there have been a few limitations as well. 
Electron beam lithography based plasmonic perfect absorbers [11] suffered from wavelength 
scalability issues along with some difficulty in achieving ultra-broad bandwidth due to the 
evident material dispersion phenomenon. Similarly, enhanced omnidirectionality with broad 
spectral range had been achieved by adiabatically-coupled tapered hyperbolic metamaterial 
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(HMM) ultra-broadband absorbers [15], yet, low scalability to large-area fabrication and 
repetitive use of focused ion beam (FIB) lithography [10] and etching techniques were 
present in this tapered HMM design. Slow e-beam and FIB lithography used in these works 
lead to cost and time inefficiency towards the realization of low-cost, large-area and 
complexity-free designs. On the other hand, field penetration based flat MPA structure [14] 
does not require lithography and etching techniques, but unlike the tapered HMM MPA [15], 
the absorption values achieved is only nearly-prefect in this work and requires repeated 
metal-dielectric stacking. A nano-imprint based tapered HMM MPA by J.Guo et al. [8] 
eliminates the use of multiple lithography steps for the tapered hyperbolic metamaterial 
(HMM) ultra-broadband absorbers [15], and the method is suitable for large area fabrication 
[18,19]. While significant advancements have been achieved in the past, ultimate aims 
remained to attain lithography and dry etching free, low-cost, low-temperature, and low-
complexity designs with ultra-broadband absorption. 

In recent years, ZnO has been widely recognized as a versatile material with numerous 
applications in electronics and optoelectronics technological fields [20]. Typically, ZnO films 
are formed via various fabricating methods including pulsed laser deposition, thermal 
evaporation, spray pyrolysis, metal organic chemical vapor deposition, radio frequency 
magnetron sputtering, and epitaxial electrodeposition. Nonetheless, an alternating aqueous 
chemical growth (ACG) based fabrication technique has been found to be an efficient method 
to grow low-cost three-dimensional (3D) ZnO nanotubes, ZnO nanorods, ZnO nanowires, 
ZnO nanoplates, ferric oxide nanorods, tin dioxide nanorods, and arrays of ZnO nanopagoda 
[21–25]. 

In the proposed work here, thin-metal on ZnO nanopagoda MPA structure has been 
investigated. ZnO nanopagoda arrays grown on the silicon substrate by adding L-ascorbic 
acid have been used as a base to incorporate gradient index thin Ti nanocones, as shown in 
Fig. 1. This gradient profile structure will facilitate proper adiabatic coupling of the incoming 
photons into the structure. Our tapered structure does not require cost and time-consuming 
lithography and dry plasma etching techniques as compared to the tapered HMM structures 
[15]. Besides, this design does not suffer from wavelength scalability and material dispersion 
issues as compared to plasmonic-based perfect absorbers [11]. Due to the nanostructure, light 
scattering and diffraction enhance the broadband absorption while these are impossible in a 
planar structure [14]. Figure 2 illustrate the various concepts of physics involved in our 
structure. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Two-dimensional (2D) and (b) three-dimensional (3D) cross-sectional views of our 
proposed MPA structure. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Physical concepts involving field penetration, resonant cavity, and adiabatic 
coupling for the proposed design. (b) The gradient index variation is also shown along the 
vertical y direction. n is the refractive index, and y is the vertical space coordinate. The 
gradient index is the key to adiabatic coupling. 

2. Methods 

2.1 Theoretical modeling and optimization 

Rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) method in Rsoft DiffractmodTM has been adopted 
for simulations in this work. Material parameters from the Rsoft database have been used here 
[26]. RCWA is a numerical method in computational electromagnetics, which implements 
eigenmode expansion where the waveguide modes in the layered structure are the bases for 
the solution fields in the periodic nanostructures. 

2.2 Sample fabrication 

In the first phase, a tsub = 675μm thick Si or a glass substrate is cleaned ultrasonically in 
isopropyl alcohol (IPA), acetone and distilled water for 10 minutes, separately. After that, 
tbuffer = 100nm thin epitaxial ZnO buffer layer was deposited by KD RF sputtering method at 
room temperature. RF sputtering has been operated at 3 × 10−6 torr pressure. The basic ZnO 
nanorod arrays were then grown downwards by immersing pre-modified substrates into the 
precursor solution for 1 hour at 90°C. 0.025 M methenamine (C6H12N4, 99.9% purity) and 
0.025 M zinc nitrate hexahydrate (Zn(NO3)26H2O, 99.9% purity) were mixed in proportions 
for the preparation of precursor solution. As the temperature of the solution is increased, 
C6H12N4 begins to dissolve into water and produce ammonia. Afterward, ammonia starts to be 
dissolved into water. 

 2 6 4 2 3( ) 6 6 4+ → +CH N H O HCHO NH  (1) 

 3 2 4NH H O NH OH+ −+ → +  (2) 

Eventually, hydroxyl ions start a chemical reaction with Zn2+, and Zn(OH)4
2- is formed. 

Then, ZnO nuclei start accumulating slowly on the substrate, and the ZnO nanorods begin to 
grow vertically. 

 2 2
44 ( )OH Zn Zn OH− + −+ →  (3) 

 2
4 ( ) 2( ) 2sZn OH ZnO H O OH− −→ + +  (4) 

These ZnO nanorods were subsequently converted into pagoda morphologies by placing 
the substrate with the basic nanorod arrays downward near the surface of a chemical solution 
and heated to about 90°C for 3 hours. This chemical solution contains 2.75 × 10−4M L-
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ascorbic acid (C8H8O6, 99% purity) along with 0.01 M zinc nitrate hexahydrate 
(Zn(NO3)26H2O, 99.9% purity), and 0.01 M methenamine (C6H12N4, 99.9% purity). 

In the second phase, an ultra-thin ttop_Ti = 30 nm metal Ti layer is deposited on top of 
arrays of ZnO nanopagodas for the formation of nanocones via electron-gun (e-gun) 
evaporation. After that, the sample is rotated, and a thick tback_Ti = 500nm layer is deposited at 
the substrate back side through e-gun evaporation for the cavity formation. Our overall 
proposed design is carried out at low temperature (90°C) with minimal equipment required. 
More importantly, entire process does not require any lithography and dry etching steps. 

2.3 Sample measurements 

The reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) are measured by ultraviolet visible near-infrared 
(UV-VIS-NIR) spectroscopy using Hitachi U-4100 with a built-in integration sphere. 
Absorption (A) can be calculated by the formula Absorption (A) = 1-Reflectance (R)-
Transmittance (T). The detailed measurement drawing can be referred in our past publication 
[27]. SEM and STEM-EDS micrographs data has been collected by Hitachi SU-8010 and 
OXFORD INCA, respectively. A 15kV energy beam has been used for the SEM data. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Simulation results 

Thin Ti nanocones on top of ZnO nanopagodas along with the incorporated back side Ti 
metal layer introduce physical concepts of field penetration and the resonant cavity into the 
structure, as shown in Fig. 2. A reduced glass substrate thickness tsub = 1μm is used instead of 
a thick substrate layer in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 in order to plot the entire structure field profiles. On 
the other hand, in Fig. 5 simulation data, the glass/Si substrates of tsub = 675μm is used in the 
calculation to compare the simulation and experiment results. The tapered metal nanocones 
along with the ZnO nanopagoda arrays facilitate gradient index structure, and this leads to the 
adiabatic coupling phenomenon into the device. A relatively thick tback_Ti = 500nm layer at the 
back side is responsible for the cavity formation as well as for the back reflectance in order to 
eliminate transmittance. Absorption spectrum curves for the simulated structure have been 
shown in Fig. 3. Various combinations of Ti thickness (ttop_Ti) and ZnO nanopagoda lengths 
(LZnO) have been employed in the simulations. It can be seen that high absorption (>0.95) is 
maintained in the ultraviolet visible near-infrared (UV-VIS-NIR) regime especially for ZnO 
length LZnO = 5μm where a close-to-perfection absorption curve is attained up to λ = 2µm for 
ttop_Ti = 100 nm and LZnO = 5µm. The origin of oscillations in these profiles can be accredited 
to the presence of resonance phenomenon occurring in the resonant cavity formed by the top 
Ti and bottom Ti layers. Also, the oblique incidence absorption curves for the S and P 
polarizations are included at the right of Fig. 3. It can be seen that the absorption does not 
degrade significantly at 60° incidences. This indicates the Ti/ZnO nanopagoda MPA is an 
omnidirectional device. The p-polarized light degrades more than s-polarized light is. The 
phenomenon can be understood by knowing that the electric field direction changes with the 
incidence angle for p-polarization. Thus, the performance deviation from the normal 
incidence is more pronounced in the p-polarized light. On the other hand, as the incidence 
angle changes, the electric field direction is still in the horizontal direction for the s-
polarization, i.e. parallel to the wafer surface, and thus the 60° oblique incidence absorption 
does not degrade much for the s-polarized light. 

Figure 4 depicts the field profiles for our proposed Ti nanocone MPA structure. The 
origin of the absorption lies in the adiabatic coupling of the incident photons by the tapered 
ZnO pagodas and the cavity confinement by the top and bottom Ti layers while the photon 
absorption happens in the Ti layer. High electric field intensity on the nanocone slopes in Fig. 
4(a) is observed, and this can be attributed to the adiabatic coupling in the structure, thereby, 
verifying the presence of adiabatic coupling phenomenon in the device. The same high 
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electric field intensity on the tapered sides can also been seen in the top view of the structure, 
in Fig. 4(b). Beside adiabatic coupling, the standing wave patterns are observed in Fig. 4(a) 
due to the resonant cavity, which is beneficial for the confinement of the photons in the 
device. Finally, the existence of magnetic field through the Ti thin layer in Fig. 4(c) confirms 
the applicability of field penetration concept in our proposed structure, and the photons are 
absorbed in the Ti thin layers contributing to the high absorption over broadband. 
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Fig. 3. The spectral absorption of the lithography-free thin-Ti nanocone MPA at (a) normal 
incidence and (b) 60° oblique incidence. P = 1μm. tback_Ti = 500nm. A reduced glass substrate 
thickness tsub = 1μm is used in order to plot the entire structure field profile in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 
simulation data, the glass/Si substrates of tsub = 675μm is used in the calculation. 
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Fig. 4. The field profiles for the time harmonic steady-state electric field amplitude x-
component (Ex) and magnetic field y-component (Hy) at λ = 1μm. (a) Ex at the Y = 0 plane. 
(b)-(c) The field profiles on X-Y plane at Z = 1.9 μm for Ex and Hy respectively.  
ttop_Ti = 100nm, LZnO = 2μm, P = 1μm, tback_Ti = 500nm. A reduced glass substrate thickness  
tsub = 1μm is used in order to plot the entire structure field profile in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5 simulation 
data, the glass/Si substrates of tsub = 675μm is used in the calculation. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental (Exp.) spectral response curves for reflectance (R), transmittance (T), and 
absorption (A) for the proposed Ti/ZnO nanopagoda MPAs. The simulation (sim.) data is 
plotted in dashed line for comparison. (a) ZnO pagoda on a glass substrate (b) ZnO pagoda on 
a Si substrate (c) ZnO pagoda on a glass substrate with ttop_Ti = 30nm top Ti thin layer (d) ZnO 
pagoda on Si substrate with ttop_Ti = 30nm top Ti thin layer. (e) ZnO pagoda on glass substrate 
with ttop_Ti = 30nm top Ti thin layer and 500nm bottom Ti layer. (f) ZnO pagoda on Si substrate 
with ttop_Ti = 30nm top Ti thin layer and 500nm bottom Ti layer. For (a)-(f), tsub = 675μm, LZnO 
~1 μm, P = 0.3μm. 

3.2 Experiment results 

In this section, we present the experimental results of the proposed Ti nanocone MPA 
structure. Figure 5 shows the experiment results, plotting the reflectance (R), the 
transmittance (T) and the absorption (A) for the Ti nanocone MPA structure on the glass or Si 
substrates with various configurations. To achieve maximal absorption, the reflectance and 
the transmittance losses should be low. In Fig. 5(a), curves for the reflectance (R), the 
transmittance (T) and the absorption (A) have been presented for the bare ZnO nanopagoda 
nanostructure on a glass substrate without the top and bottom Ti metallic layers. It can be 
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seen that absorption is low, and in this case, the ZnO tips act as an anti-reflectance coating 
(ARC) for the silicon or glass substrates. Figure 5(b) shows the ZnO pagodas on Si substrate, 
where the absorption below 1μm is due to the Si absorption. 

Figure 5(c)-(d) represent the R, T, A curves for our proposed design with top Ti layer. 
Absorption has been improved as compared to Fig. 5(a)-(b) with the insertion of the top Ti 
thin nanocone layer as it facilitates the field penetration effect, which in turn results in Ti thin 
layer absorption. However, absorption value is still low in Fig. 5(c) and (d), and further 
improvement can be done by using the complete proposed Ti nanocone resonant cavity 
structure. In the absence of the resonant cavity, incomplete absorption occurs, and the 
transmittance can significantly reduce the absorption. 

Figure 5(e)-(f) depicts the reflectance (R), the transmittance (T) and the absorption (A) for 
the proposed Ti nanocone MPA structure with both top and bottom Ti layer, on glass and Si 
substrates, respectively. High absorption (~95%) is observed in Fig. 5(f). Transmittance 
losses are entirely eliminated in this structure due to the incorporation of tback_Ti = 500nm 
thick back reflector. This high absorption can be attributed to the presence of field 
penetration, cavity resonance, adiabatic coupling, and the gradient index variation effects in 
our proposed design. 

The deviation of the experiment from the simulation mainly comes from that the shape of 
the fabricated nano-pagodas can deviate from perfect nano-cones, evident from the 
SEM/TEM micrographs in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The shape can certainly affect the performance 
of the design, which is reflected in the higher reflectance in the experiment than in the 
simulation, evident in Fig. 5(c) and 5(d). For the case of no bottom Ti reflectors in Fig. 5(b) 
and 5(d), there are some interference patterns from λ = 2μm to λ = 2.6μm in the simulation 
but not in the experiment. This is due to the wafer backside roughness makes the interference 
pattern less obvious in the experiment. It should be emphasized that even with the wafer 
backside roughness, the top and bottom Ti layers still constitute a broadband cavity for 
enhanced photon confinement and absorption evident from Fig. 5(f). In the case of the glass 
substrate, two-side polished glass substrates are used. Since the glass refractive index is not 
very different from air, the interference pattern is not very pronounced both in simulation and 
in experiment, as can be seen in Fig. 5(a) and 5(c). 

The thicknesses of Ti nanocones and ZnO nanopagodas have been measured by using 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). SEM micrographs have been shown in Fig. 6. It can be 
seen from Fig. 6(a) that the ZnO nanopagoda length is around LZnO ~1 µm while the period 
(P) for the arrays is approximately 0.3 μm on the Si substrate. Furthermore, Fig. 6(b) shows 
that the ZnO nanopagodas grown on glass substrate appear flat in top and resemble nanorods 
instead of a nanopagodas. Therefore, the arrays of ZnO nanopagodas grown on the Si 
substrate is better tapered and provide better similarity to the proposed Ti nano-conical 
structure in this work. Without sidewall taper, the adiabatic in-coupling of the incident light is 
highly degraded because in this case the anti-reflection effect is solely by diffraction. 

Figure 7(a)-7(b) depicts the transmittance electron microscope (TEM) data of the ZnO 
nanopagodas coated with Ti metal nanocones. Top Ti metal thicknesses (ttop_Ti) measured in 
Fig. 7(b) (thick red lines) are found to be around 30nm at three different places, as expected. 
Figure 7(c)-7(d) represents the scanning transmission electron microscope energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (STEM- EDS) depth and sidewall coverage data for the structure, respectively. 
Here, platinum (Pt) has been used as the sacrificial layer and with the help of focused ion 
beam technique, a thinned sample and thus site-specific analysis has been done. The atomic 
ratio variation with distance has been presented. In Fig. 7(c), a narrow peak of Ti around 70 
nm indicates the presence of Ti nanocones on the top of the structure. Oxygen and zinc 
variation throughout the depth can also be seen here and points to the presence of ZnO in the 
proposed design. Similar curves can be observed in Fig. 7(d) for the sidewall coverage. Here, 
a broad peak in Ti data from 10nm to 35nm confirms the existence of Ti on the sidewall of 
the structure. Thus, it is observed that the experimental structure of our proposed design is 
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reasonably similar to the profile adopted during simulation, validating our righteous approach 
towards the realization of lithography-free photonic nanostructures for MPA applications. 

982nm 985nm

99.1nm 215nm

(a)

Si Glass(b)

 

Fig. 6. (a) The scanning electron microscope (SEM) data for the side view of ZnO 
nanopagodas with LZnO ~1 μm length and period (P)~0.3μm on Si substrate. The zoom-in view 
is also shown at the right. (b) The SEM top view of the ZnO nanopagoda arrays on a Si 
substrate and on a glass substrate. It can be seen the flat-top nature of the ZnO pagodas on a 
glass substrate that hampers adiabatic light in-coupling. 
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Fig. 7. (a) The transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of the ZnO nanopagodas coated 
with Ti metal nanocones. ttop_Ti = 30nm. (b) The TEM image of top Ti nanocone thickness at 
three places (thick red lines) (c)-(d) STEM-EDS depth and sidewall coverage data for the ZnO 
nanopagodas coated with Ti metal nanocones, respectively. 
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4. Conclusion 

A lithography-free thin-metal Ti nanocone resonant cavity metamaterial perfect absorber has 
been proposed in this work. Arrays of ~1µm long ZnO nanopagodas have been incorporated 
into the structure for the facilitation of Ti nanocones. ZnO nanopagoda arrays have been 
grown on the ZnO buffer layer over the silicon/glass substrates by treatment with aqueous 
solution of L-ascorbic acid. Thin 30 nm Ti nanocones are then deposited on these arrays of 
ZnO nanopagodas, and this gradient index structure works as a perfect metamaterial absorber 
in the ultraviolet visible near-infrared (UV-VIS-NIR) regime. High absorption is achieved 
throughout the UV-VIS-NIR range. Our proposed Ti nanocone MPA gradient index structure 
induces enhanced cavity resonance, adiabatic coupling, and field penetration effects into the 
structure, thereby, facilitating high absorption over a wide UV-VIS-IR regime. Besides, the 
low thermal budget is required by our structure as all the processes were carried at relatively 
low temperature (90°C). The most significant advantage of our proposed design is the 
elimination of lithography and etching processes, thereby, paving the way for low-cost, low-
complexity and large-area industrial scale fabrication. Our future endeavors will be directed 
toward achieving ZnO nanopagoda length in excess of 2μm through low-temperature 
processes such as chemical bath deposition, hydrothermal approaches, and sol-gel. 
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